The plans of this building were derived from country churches across America. While this scale is much larger, the idea of walking through the front doors and walking along a direct axis to the Alter is established. With the Alter on the left of the Nave and the Baptistry on the right a balance is created. The colors of the liturgical season are hung in a single cloth dead center to remind one of the Lord and why that particular Sunday is important.

Classrooms are on the second floor freeing up the main level for fellowship and administrative activities.

VÄLSIGNAD Lutheran Church sits on a site that has been abandoned due to flood concerns. While the physical site is well above the five hundred year flood stage the site is fairly small and occupied by the existing Moorhead Mall parking lot. This created the perfect opportunity to reuse an existing parking lot and revitalize the area. Instead of large expanses of concrete, this site will become home to a bright appealing church and a newly developed parking lot. Green space will make up parts of the new parking area creating a permeable more sustainable environment.

As shown in the renderings the exterior is primarily composed of a bright metal panel system. Other materials include slate, solar panels between the white metal panels, and large windows on the south side to allow light in. The interior mirrors the exterior with the bright white with furniture and flooring being walnut.

The diagram shows the panel construction. Each panel is manufactured off site reducing material waste on site and the need for prolonged construction. Each panel has a main steel structure that ties together at the top creating a large box girder. The leftover room at the top then became a skylight allowing for light to bounce into the interior spaces. On the west end of the building the box beam creates an opportunity for venting. All the mechanical ducts and piping run through the larger north wall. Within this wall is an isolated void to house the mechanical systems.